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Abstract. Fur intensive farming region due to the widely used feed electric processing equipment, 
makes the power peak increased dramatically during feeding time, the electric power planning and a 
new challenge to electric power dispatching. In this paper, the energy exchange of power plant and 
electric power system is proposed, and the cutting peak is reduced. This paper gives the calculation 
method of changing the service model of the power station and the capacity of the power station, and 
the actual effect of the change power station construction is verified through the concrete examples. 

Introduction 
With the high profits of fur-bearing animals farming from 1990s, the scales of fur-bearing animals 

farming are incessantly expanding and becoming relatively centralized. According to the statistics in 
Shandong, breeding stocks of fur-bearing animals summed up to 75 million in 2012, and in the areas 
of Zhucheng, Weifang, it amounted to 12.12 million, and ratio of mink’s number was more than 95 
percent. In China, fishes shrimps and poultry offal are mainly used for feeding fur-bearing animal as a 
traditional method [1-5]. The enzymes inside freshwater fish’s body can destroy vitamin B, and 
proteins that poultry offal chiefly contains are uncompleted. So they all need to be thoroughly stewed 
before feed. Recently the stewing method of this sort of fodders is always heating in electric boilers, 
which are more environmental and convenient. But during the stewing time, it can cause successive 
load growth in power system, increases difficulty of grid dispatch operation and gives new challenges 
to the ability of power system regulation. 

In the densely farmed regions of fur-bearing animals in China, demand of transportation increases 
with the extension of farming scale. Transport of feed and medicines needed in animals’ breeding are 
also the main task of transportation besides transporting products used for sale. The characters of this 
kind of transportation are small traffic in one trip, not very large transportation range and high 
transporting frequency. If common agricultural mobiles or tractors are used in this transportation, 
consumption of energy would be extremely high and corresponding pollution would be serious, the 
efficiency would drop and cost of transportation would become comparatively high. However, 
electrical agricultural transport vehicles perfectly fit short range, small traffic and dispersive 
transportation, and they have advantages of high mobility, low emission, low cost and convenient [7, 
8]. But low endurance mile and lack of related supporting facilities make electrical agricultural 
transport vehicles hard to be generalized.  

This paper gives a new way that uses power station to generalize the application of electrical 
agricultural transport vehicles, and solve problems in power system dispatching operation at the same 
time. Due to the concentrated distribution of batteries waiting for charging in power station and the 
convenient general dispatch and flexible distribution of charging power, the difference between peak 
and valley in grid load and fluctuation of load can be eliminated by controlling charging or 
discharging of power station. Meanwhile this paper builds charging optimized model for minimum 
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charging cost. Replaceable power battery reserve can be formed by organic allocation of battery 
charging and distribution network supply. On the base of guarantee in power exchanging service 
availability and adequacy of power exchanging in power station, problems of power tension and drop 
of power quality from power peak are effectively adjusted when concentrated utility of power among 
individuals results in dramatic increase of short-term load.  

System structure and function model 
The power station system in this paper consists of grid connection units, conversion units, central 

control system, power battery charging, and exchanging units and so on, which are shown in figure 1. 
Power battery charging and exchanging units includes power battery system and corresponding 

DC-DC converter modules. Power station exchanges power battery for electrical agricultural vehicles 
which have need of exchange. In the same time, power supply system in power station gets these 
disassembled batteries charged.  

Charging process of power battery usually has 3 stages，which is constant current charging at first, 
then constant voltage charging, finally becomes floating charging. Thus in the charging period of 
single power battery, power output will not be a constant. But in the process of charging, constant 
current charging stage generally has fastest speed of SOC growth. Hence as far as charging and 
discharging power distribution concerned, average charging power is adopted in describing single 
power battery charging requirements to avoid trivial calculation. 

 Battery packs used in electrical agricultural transport vehicles are generally 72V110Ah at present, 
and sum up to about 7.9kW. They are mainly lead-acid batteries. To assure long life and charging 
fullness of battery, charging current selects 0.15C. Exchanging time regularly and equably distribute 
in 23:00~5:30 and 10:00~16:30. 

 
Fig. 1 Power station system structure 

Exchanging service model and calculation of battery reserve 
Exchanging power station is a kind of special load with controllability; operators can reasonably choose charging 

time periods, number of charging batteries in every time period according to the price in peak or valley stage, and 
guarantee the number of charging battery packs as many as possible with valley price while satisfying exchanging power 
requirements in every time period. Battery packs can be arranged to charge in proper time and devoted into use. Battery 
packs will be prompted to be fully circularly used on the base of the satisfaction of exchanging power requirements; the 
redundancy of battery packs will not be too high or too low.  

To simplify the calculation, suppose that battery packs are charged with constant power P kW/h from empty to 
fullness every time. And disassembled that empty battery packs are arranged to be charged from the initial moment of a 
random time stage. 

Capacity optimization configuration model is an integer nonlinear programming function. 
                      (1) 

F is total expense, fes(P) represents expense of purchasing charging facilities in planning period, γs is annual average 
expense coefficient of charging facilities. fwh(P) represents annual charging facilities maintenance expense. feb is expense 
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of purchasing battery packs in planning period. γb represents annual average expense coefficient of battery packs. fed is 
annual purchasing power expense in operating stage. fes (P) and fwh(P) are functions of exchanging power station 
capacity P.  

Exchanging power station capacity P is the linear function of charging facilities number. It means P generally 
confirmed by charging facilities number. Capacity programming equals programming of charging facilities in station. So 
equation (1) can be expressed as: 

              (2) 
In this equation, Ns is number of charging facilities, fs0 and fh0 represents single charging facility purchasing expense 

and maintenance expense respectively. NB is number of purchasing charging battery packs in initial period. pB is single 
battery pack price. MT is the number of battery packs in charging in period T. PC is single battery pack charging power. pT 
is power price in period T. pf, pp, pg is peak, flat and valley price separately. nf, np, ng is the number of peak, flat and 
valley period separately. MfT, MpT, MgT is charging battery packs number in the period of peak, flat and valley price 
separately.  

Charging constraint condition: suppose that battery packs charging time has Tb time periods. Battery packs can be 
subdivided into Tb charging processes in the first T period. Each charging process number of battery packs under the 
charging situation can be expressed as MT

Tb, and satisfies the following constraint equation: 
                                                               (3) 

Charging battery packs number balance constraint equation: 
                                               (4) 

N is self-carrying charging battery packs number of electrical agricultural transport vehicles. JT is battery packs 
number with full power in period T. KT is empty battery packs number in period T.  

Constraint equation of exchanging demand in exchanging power station is: 
                                                          (5) 

λT is state efficiency when charging facilities are working. Ptr is required power when single charging facility fully 
works. 

Power station case and analysis 
A village has 300 residents, each resident is calculated in 4.5kW, total power consumption multiplied by power utility 

coefficient 40%, then the daily load curve of power consumption in illumination is shown in figure 2, peak value is 540kW, 
peak to valley value is 507.6kW.  

 

 
Fig.2 Daily load curve of power consumption in illumination 

Intensive farming village has 30% residents, which are 60 residents farming minks. Assume that main transport tool 
is electrical agricultural transport vehicles. There are at least 100 such vehicles in this village and power consumption of 
each electrical agricultural transport vehicle is 8kWh at present. To make sure the quality of batteries, charging current 
selects 0.15C, and batteries reach fullness in 10 h, According to the habits of using agricultural vehicles, electrical 
agricultural vehicles should be charged during 19:00 pm and 5:00 am next day. Consider the daily load curve of electrical 
agricultural vehicles and this curve is shown in figure 3, peak value is 643.8kW, peak to valley value is 611.4kW.  
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Fig. 3 Daily load curve of electrical agricultural vehicles 

Adult minks are fed twice a day (9:00 and 17:00), the power of a meat grinder is generally 11~15kW, power of an 
electric boiler is about 10kW and it is operated in about 2h. Then the daily load curve can be shown in figure 4. Peak value 
is 1140kW; peak to valley value is 1107.6kW. 

 
Fig. 4 Daily load curve of power consumption in minks breeding 

On the condition of unchanged minks feed habit, electrical agricultural vehicles free charging is replaced into regular 
charging by building power station. According to the calculation of power station, retain 500kW discharging ability in high 
power peak period, discharge with the ability of 200kW in 9:00 and 10:00, 400kW in 17:00 and 500kW in 18:00. The daily 
load curve is shown in figure 5, peak value is 523.8kW, and peak to valley value is 486kW. 

 
Fig. 5 daily load curve with adjustment of power station 

 Conclusions 
The establishment of power station makes power batteries not only gotten charged as loads from grid but also become 

an effective method of power system load adjustment and gotten involved into the power dispatch. When the power station 
is under planning, grid electricity purchasing cost in the operation period should be taken into account so that response 
from charging time in the centralized charging selection to the mechanism can be realized. While the profits of operators 
are increased, reduction of difference between peak and valley can be achieved. So the safety of grid operation is 
effectively enhanced and the economy of power operation with less waste of social resources can be guaranteed. While 
power planning is optimized, the development of electrical agricultural transport vehicles is propelled, not only the energy 
conservation and emission reduction is realized but also the demand of multifunction and super miniature in country labors 
can be met. Research in this paper fit fur-bearing animal intensive farming regions and also lay theoretical foundation of 
power station establishment in the regions with high difference of power load. 
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